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This meeting was heLd to develop plans to conduct a safety 
analysis of bolt action fire controls.u 

The following is a summary of the status reports given by 
each Departn1ent and their plans for further action. 

RESEARCH 

The investigation 'to date has been largely confined to the 
Model 600. An investigation has also been made of the M/788 and 
the M/580 series fire controls. Research has completed an analysis 
of the design of the,M/600 fire control and has: 

l. Changed part dimensioning to insure adequate lift 
of the sear by the safety cam; 

> 

2. Specified hardening the fire control housing to 
minimize wear between the detents; and 

3. Increased the length of the safety lever cam. 

These modifications are being tested to evaluate their effective
ness and to insure there is no interaction with the other aspects 
of fire control performance. 

; Research has concluded .that the .present des.ign,,;for:.a 
3-position Safety· is inade'quate"'··and"'plans;·.to~begi?.-::a_-~'St~dy during. 
the second half of 1975 to develop a new safety·J!lechanism. 

MARKETING 

. Approximately 600 Model 600 rifles are expected to be 
returned to the Plant as the result of the special qualicy audit. 
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Marketing will review the.available information on all bolt 
action rifles as it relates -to the safety performance of bolt _ 
action fire controls.;· __ This-:will, include gunsmith reports./· arms;·· 
repair data, parts usage.,·' etc~')'''' 

f PRODUCTION 

!Inspection of 147 Model 600 rifles, returned for the safety 
audit( show the following. ;' +~ 141 FrtZ · 

1. Safety cannot be «tricked" - 103 

2. Safety can be 1'tricked •• but movement of safety 
lever to full "safe" position clears trigger 
connector and sear and gun will not fire when 
moved to "off" position'- 40 
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